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Abstract: As one of the important aspects of cultural life, brand has obvious cultural attributes. As an important branch of the cultural and creative industry, brand design is not only the concrete expression of human wisdom, but also a product in the process of continuous cultural development, which can positively interpret human’s innovative spirit and innovative concept. Therefore, a systematic study on the effective use of western culture in brand design and a detailed analysis on the impact as well as enlightenment of the use of western culture in brand design on the cultural and creative industry are carried out, so as to lay a solid foundation for the improvement of the cultural innovation level in the field of brand design and the all-round development of cultural and creative industry in China.
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1. Introduction
Under the background of China’s all-round social and economic development, the capability of international brands to stand firm depends largely on the richness of their cultural connotation and the uniqueness of their cultural value. Brand consumption is widely favored not only because the consumers highly trust the quality of these brands, but also recognize the cultural connotation of these brands. Many international well-known brands have boldly integrated western cultural elements, including well-known historical stories, familiar myths and legends, as well as world-famous literary works, in the process of designing signs and names. Beginning with the automobile industry, clothing industry, beauty industry, and coffee industry, a detailed analysis on the effective application of western cultural elements in the process of brand design is made, and the connotation and role of Chinese and western culture in logo design and brand naming are comprehensively revealed, so as to provide reference for the cultural innovation and development of brand design as well as the improvement of the cultural and creative industry in China.

2. Application of western culture in brand design
2.1. Application of western culture in brand logo design
2.1.1. Application of western culture in automobile brand logo design
As the synonym of British luxury car brand, Rolls Royce carries high reputation and popularity with its exquisite charm as well as its noble and elegant temperament. The flying goddess is the symbol of Rolls
Royce, which was inspired by the sculpture of the goddess of victory on the Greek island of Samothrace. The sculpture is considered to be synonymous with good luck, success, and victory. In the process of designing the logo, the beautiful posture of the goddess of victory and the image of her, spreading her wings to fly, came into the designer’s mind. Since then, a flying goddess with extended arms and elegant clothes was born for Rolls Royce.

2.1.2. Application of western culture in clothing brand logo design
As an international well-known clothing brand, Versace’s brand logo was inspired by metamorphosis in Greek and Roman mythology. The elegant and magnificent snake-haired Banshee, Medusa, can immediately petrify those who look at her, representing supreme power, magic, attraction, and deterrence. These ideas help Versace fully reflect its pursuit for beauty. In the process of product design, whether noble and elegant accessories or beautiful and moving clothes, Versace is trying to present a destructive beauty. The full integration of Greek cultural elements contributes to Versace’s irresistible charm.

2.1.3. Application of western culture in coffee brand logo design
The brand logo of Starbucks, a famous American coffee chain, shows a double-tailed sea demon with the image of a mermaid. The inspiration of the design mainly came from the Siren Banshee in ancient Greek mythology. In ancient Greek mythology, the Siren Banshee is known to sing. She usually used songs to attract passing sailors, confuse them, and then conquer them. Seamen can only escape by plugging their ears with beeswax and tying themselves to the mast. By integrating the image of Siren Banshee into the brand logo design of Starbucks, the beautiful singing of Siren Banshee can be reflected as the aroma of coffee, thus attracting people.

2.2. Application of western culture in brand naming
2.2.1. Application of western culture in automobile brand naming
As a high-quality car launched by Honda, the inspiration of Honda Odyssey’s brand name mainly came from Odyssey of Homer’s epic, a masterpiece of ancient Greece. This epic is about Odysseus, a famous hero of ancient Greece, who overcame many difficulties and hardships through unity and cooperation after conquering Troy, and finally returned home. Honda used Odyssey as the name of this car, indicating that this car can escort and ensure the safety of the driver in his or her exploration journey, thus proffering the brand a beautiful meaning of wisdom, exploration, and success [1].

2.2.2. Application of western culture in clothing brand naming
As one of the world’s most famous sports brands, the inspiration of Nike’s brand name mainly came from the goddess of victory, Nike. In ancient Greek religion, Nike has always been regarded as the medium of success, representing success in the arena and battlefield, as well as great success in career, making Nike’s image synonymous with success and victory. As a well-known sports brand, Nike used the name of the goddess of victory, indicating that it can bring good luck to people in work and in life [2].

2.2.3. Application of western culture in cosmetics brand naming
As one of the world’s most famous cosmetic brands, the inspiration of Avon’s brand name mainly came from a river in Shakespeare’s hometown, Avon. Shakespeare was a poet and dramatist with high popularity all over the world, and he was born in Stratford-upon-Avon, England. This was the reason for Shakespeare’s nickname – the “swan on Avon.” Usually, when people mention the term “Avon,” one would easily relate to Shakespeare. Avon regards “Avon” as its brand name, which is not only a tribute to Shakespeare, but
also to add the intellectual, elegant, beautiful, and noble characteristics of Shakespeare to the brand and clarify its brand positioning \(^3\).

### 2.2.4. Application of western culture in coffee brand naming

As a giant in the American coffee chain industry, the inspiration of Starbucks’s brand name mainly came from *Moby Dick*, written by the famous American novelist Melville. In this novel, Starbucks, the first mate of the ship Pequod, not only handles things calmly, but also has an extreme preference for coffee. A large number of symbolic techniques and classic stories are used. Only those who have received good education can read and thus understand the meaning behind Starbucks. Therefore, Starbucks is named after a character in the book, so that its customer group is accurately positioned as a group of well-educated senior intellectuals with high cultural taste and calm in case of trouble \(^4\).

### 3. Enlightenment and impact of western culture in brand design on China’s cultural and creative industry

#### 3.1. The brand design of cultural and creative products should be based on traditional Chinese culture

China has a long history and profound traditional culture. Thousands of years of traditional culture can provide a steady stream of materials and inexhaustible creative inspiration for the all-round development of China’s cultural and creative industry. Therefore, in the process of designing the brand of China’s cultural and creative products, traditional Chinese culture should always be considered as the basis, elements with cultural and creative value should be excavated, and the common memory of the Chinese nation at the cultural level should be fully presented to these cultural and creative products, so as to ensure that the designed products have high brand characteristics and cultural connotation \(^5\).

#### 3.2. The brand design of cultural and creative products should be highly consistent with China’s strategic direction

In order to ensure that the brand design of cultural and creative products can be highly consistent with the strategic development goal of “Chinese culture leading out,” it is necessary to ensure that the brand name and logo design can highlight Chinese characteristics while carrying obvious international style. Therefore, in the process of designing cultural and creative brands, it is important to take Chinese cultural elements with high international recognition as the basis, pave the way and accumulate strength for cultural and creative products with Chinese characteristics to be shared with the world, as well as ensure that the traditional Chinese culture goes to the world in the process of cultural exchange and cultural communication \(^6\).

#### 3.3. The brand design of cultural and creative products should find their own positioning

When designing the brands of cultural and creative products, we should stop imitating the cultural and creative styles of developed countries but accurately grasp our own product positioning to ensure that the designed cultural and creative products have obvious Chinese characteristics and western aesthetic characteristics. The design concept of China’s cultural and creative products should always be in line with the principle of comprehensively creating “influential Chinese cultural symbols.” Only by fully interpreting the charm of Chinese culture through cultural and creative products can we provide guarantee for the continuous development and innovation of China’s cultural and creative industry, achieve long-term prosperity, and maintain strong vitality \(^7\).
4. Conclusion
In the context of modern society, branding has become one of the indispensable aspects of people’s daily life. With the increasing number of audiences, the influence of brand has increased, and the importance of brand design is becoming more obvious. However, the development of China’s cultural and creative industry is relatively late, and its foundation is relatively weak. In order to ensure that its role and value can be fully reflected and remain invincible in the international market, it is imperative to strengthen the positive reference to the successful experience of the west in the process of developing and designing cultural and creative products, continuously absorb and internalize the successful experience of the west from the perspective of cultural innovation, fully integrate the unique traditional cultural elements of China with the brand design and logo design of cultural and creative products, create world brands with Chinese characteristics, walk in the Chinese path, speak the Chinese language, create the Chinese mode, as well as give full play to Chinese values.
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